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How to Design
Analog ircuits

How to Use Feedback

MANNY HOROWITZ

This month we turn our attention to an in-depth
look at both positive and negative feedback.
We will discuss both the advantages and
disadvantages of feedback and how to properly
design circuits that use feedback.
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WE'VE TOUCHED UPON FEEDBACK IN

some of our earlier discussions, particu
larly when we looked at op-amps . In
those discussions we saw that feedback
was important in establishing many cir
cuit characteristics; this month we' ll look
more closely at that topic. Among the
things we'll see are the different types of
feedback, how feedback is established in
an audio-amplifier circuit, and how the
presence of feedback affects various cir
cu it parameters including gain, band
width, and input and output impedances .
We' ll also see how feedback can cause
circuit instability', a characteristic that is
undesirable in an audio amplifier but vital
in an oscillator .

Before we get too much farther, let' s
clarify two terms. A signal that is fed back
from the output of a circuit to its input in
such a way that the overall gain is reduced
is called negative feedback . If, on the
other hand, the signal is fed back in such a
way that the overall gain is increase d, or
so that it causes the circuit to go into
oscillation, it is called positive feedback .

Feedback characteristics
In any circuit that uses feedback, a

portion of the signal at the output is fed
back to the input. The ratio et!eout, where
ef is the amount of signal that is fed back
and eout is the signal at the output, has
been called 13 for many years . So as not to
confuse that term with the IelIB ratio of a
bipolar transistor , which is also identified
by the symbol 13, we will use B when
referring to the feedback ratio.

With that convention out of the way,
let ' s now look at a basic circuit with feed
back, such as the one shown in Fig. 1. In
that circuit, a voltage e. , is applied to the
input. With no feedback, the voltage at
the input to amplifier A, ein, equals es .

The gain of the overall circuit would then
simply be eoulein = eout/e s' When feed
back is added, however, some of eout
appears at the input as e-, Assuming that
the feedback is positive, that is, that the
signals are in phase and thus add , the
input to the amplifier becomes e, + ef.
When feedback is negative , the signals
are 1800 out-of-phase and the input to the

amplifier equals e, - e-, Since efdepends
upon eout and B, the gain of the circuit
with feedback is:

(1)

where Ay is the voltage gain of the ampli
fier without feedback, or eoulein, and AF
is the gain of the overall circuit with feed
back . The denominator of the equation, 1
- BAy, is known as the feedback factor.
When negative feedback is used, the ex
pression BAy is negative; when positive
feedback is used, that term is positive.

Assuming that the feedback is nega
tive, and BAy is much larger than 1, the
gain of the amplifier is just about equal to
1/B. Negative feedback makes the gain of
an amplifier less sensitive to variations in
the circuit's parameters, such as the sup
ply voltage. Positive feedback makes the
gain more sensitive to such variations .
We will see why that's important when
we discuss oscillators. .

Because the feedback in this circuit is
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FIG, 3-PARALLEL FEEDBACK Is used In this
circuit.
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Let' s assume that we want to use that
circuit in an application where the gain
must be 10, If the 13 of the transistor is
100, the impedance at the base of the
transistor due to RE , the 47-ohm emitter
resistor, is 4700 ohms. Now assume that
all other impedances 'at the input of the
transistor are high when compared to the
4700-ohm input imped ance , As for the
the output impedance , if RL were 47,000
ohms, the output impedance would be
47 ,000 ohms in parallel with Rc , the 4700
ohm collect or resistor , or about 4200
ohms. '

Ignoring feedback resistor Rp , the volt
age gain of the circuit is the output im
pedance divided by the value ofRE; that is
4200/47, or about 90, In order to get a
gain of 10, the feedback factor , I +
BAv , must equal 9 , If Av = 90, B isjust
about equal to 8/90. Because B is equal to
the input resistance divided by Rp , 8/90
= 4700/Rp . So Rp must be about 49,000
ohms, Make the impedance of capacitor
Cp very small with respect to Rp at the
lowest frequenc y to be reprodu ced by the
circuit so that the capacitor does not affect
the feedback ,

While the input impedance of a circuit
With serie s feedback ' is its impedance
without feedback multiplied by the feed-

so that R; must be about 6200 ohms. Note
that since we are again applying negative
feedback , the BAv term here is also nega
tive and I - (- BAv) = I + BAv .

When Rp is 6200 ohms, it reduces the
load in the collector of Q2 to a substantial
degree. It was originally calculated to be
at about 1500 ohms , With the additional
6200 ohms across it , the collector load
becomes about 1200 ohms, With the 43
ohms in the emitt er of Q2, its forward
gain is now reduced to about 29. To re
establish a gain of 35 for that circuit , R5
must be changed from 43 ohms to 12001
35 = 34 ohms. Use a standard 33-ohm
resistor ,

In the preceding analysis and example ,
the circuit discus sed used series feed
back . The next circuit we 'll discuss uses
parallel feedback; in it, the fed-back sig
nal is applied in parallel with the input.
That circuit is shown in Fig, 3.
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FIG,2-IF THE FORWARD GAIN of this circuit Is
' I· r

to be 100 after 20 dB of negative feedback Is' . .
applied, the forward gain before the feedback is', ";;" , )
applied must be 1000, The circuit shown here .'; ' < ' ,

uses series feedback. ' :',' ; • ',,': ' . , •

" "
, fti~fill all the requirements. (That circuit,
:minus. the f eedback loop, was first

. covered in the December 1982 issue of
':,Radio-Electronics ; please see that issue

" . for.'a.more complete discussion of the
.' -c ircuit). Assume the load , RL, is 10,000

,ohms, .vee '= 9 volts, and the 13 of Ql and
FIG. 1-AN AMPLIFIER with negative' voltage ' ,' , Q2 'are 100. '
feedback Is shown In this block diagram , ,.' Let 's,:start by determining the values

neededto get an overall gain of 1000
(before-feedback is applied) . The signal

applied in series with the input signal, the across the output load should be capable
input impedance increases over what it " of'.an output voltage- swing of close to 9
would have been without any 'feedb ack; volts.jhevolrage of the power supply. To
the amount it increases is directly pro- accomplish that , the value of R6 should
portional to the feedb ack factor. The out- '.be less than one-fifth of RL, Resistor R6 is
put impedance , on the other hand , is .re- -chosen to be 1800 ohm s.
duced becau se the feedback ' sign al' is " /The load in the collector circuit is equal
taken from across the load ; the amount it to the resistance of R6 in parallel with RL,
decreases is indirectly proportional to the 'or about;1500 ohms , Is is actually some-
feedback factor. We 'll see more about .. ·whatless -because Rp is in parallel with
how input and output impedances are re> ' .' , j he "1500 "ohms. In this first step of the
lated to feedback later in thisarticle.,' , ", 'design,\however , Rp can be ignored. For

Another effect of negat ivefeedback is', <. ope thing, we .have not yet determined
that distortion is reduced and the frequen- . what the-value of Rp is , Also , it usually
cy response of an audio amplifier is im- v has only a minor effect on theload resist
proved , Distortion with feedback is equal ance as that of Rp is very small compared
to the distortion without feedback divided ' , to that of RL in parallel with R6 . So we'll
by the feedback factor. High-frequency " ignore-R, until after the feedback circuit
response is extended from ! oH,'the high- .: hasbeen designed, .
frequency limit without feedback to!OI-iO , : ~' The gainof the overall circuit should be
- BAv), while the low-frequency re- ' divided between Q I andQ2. If the overall
sponse is extended from !OL, tile low- ,' , , gain without feedback is 1000, we can let
frequency limit without feedback, tof od thegain of-each stage be about 35 so that
(l - BAv). Remember here that sirice " the total gain will be 35 x 35 , or 1225 ,
the feedback is negati ve the BAv' terms , which, of course , is somewhat more than
are negative and I - ( - BAv) = I '+ . 1000.,As the 'gain around Q2 is ju st about
BAv. " equal tothe ratio of the load in the col-

lector.-circuit to the load in the emitter
Designing a circuit circuittassuming that the load in the emit -

When designing an amplifier with 'ter cirouitis much greater than the AC
feedback, the first step is to determine the resistance of the emitter junction itself),
amount of overall gain that will be re- : by,rearranging terms we can see that the
quired . Let us say you need a circuit with value of R5 , should equal 1500/35, or
a voltage gain of 40 dB , or 100, Assume about '43, ohms ,
that in this application about 20 dB of " The .:Q2 circuit presents an impedance
negative feedback is necessary around the . .of 13 x 43 ohms = 100 x 43 = 4300
circuit to reduce the distortion to about '. ohms,to ' the 'collector of QI, If a 4300
10% of what it would have been without .. ohm ', resistor is used for R2, the im
feedback. Then the 'gain of the ' overall ' . ' pedance in 'the collector circuit of QI is
circuit must be 100 x 10 = 1000 if it is to :: equal to 4300 ohms in parallel with 4300
be adequate after feedback has been ap- . Ohms,.or about 2150 ohms. If QI is to
plied . The circuit shown in Fig , 2 should . ' provide a gain of 35, the value of R3

.. .should .equal 2150/35, or about 61.5
I ohm s; the closest standard value to that is
56,ohms. '
,: Now; let' s add feedb ack to the circuit.
Resistor Rp and the 56-ohm emitter resis
tor " R3'; are the component s that de-

, , te'm ine the B term in the feedback factor.
-lf gainis to be reduced by 20 dB and be
'equal to lO% ,of the gain without feed
back , the gain with feedb ack , Ap , must be
:equal to:' '. '

. ' i·. . ~ ', . 69



FIG. 4-SINCE FEEDBACK IS GENERATED
across a resistor, RF, that is in series with the
load, this amplifier is said to use current feed
back. That's because the same current that
flows through the load must flow through that
resistor
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FIG. 6-TO MINIMIZETHE EFFECT of RB on in
put impedance, a bootstrap circuit such as this
one can be used.

FIG. 5-IN PRACTICAL CIRCUITS such as this
one, current feedback can greatly affect the cir
cuit's voltage gain.
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the fed-back voltage is in series with the
input signal voltage. From our discussion
of feedback characteristics, we can con
clude that the input impedance of that
circuit should increase with the amount of
voltage fed back . That amount depends
upon the value of RE . When basic
amplifiers were discussed, we noted that
the input impedance of that type of circuit
is I3RE in parallel with RB . That effect of
RE on the input impedance also holds in
circuits were feedback is used.

In order to minimize the affect of RB on
the input impedance, a bootstrapping cir
cuit may be used . An example of that type
of circuit is shown in Fig. 6. Capacitor C1
has a large value and it acts as a short
circuit to input signal voltage es. Without
C1, the input impedance seen byesis I3RE
+ R1N in parallel with RB ; the combina
tion is in parallel with Rx. (As far as the
signal is concerned, Vee and ground are
at the same potential.) By adding Cl to
the circuit, Rx and RB are, signal-wise,
across RE while R1N is connected from the
base to the emitter of Q1. Now the input
impedance of the circuit is equal to the
parallel combination of RB , Rx, and RE ,

multiplied by beta. Resistor RIN does not
come into the-picture for it is directly
across the low impedance base-emitter
junction; it is negligible when compared
to that impedance . Because RB and Rx
have been shifted to be across RE , the
input impedance of the circuit is increased
many times over what it would have been
if Cl were not present.

Feedback in audio circuits
It was pointed out in a previous article

(2)

overall circuit, with feedback, is:

Note that while one requirement in es
tablishing a substantial amount of voltage
feedback was to make RF small, its mag
nitude here has been greatly increased. If
RF is large, voltage gain with feedback is
affected slightly by its presence while
current gain is reduced considerably.

In practical circuits, current feedback
can radically affect voltage gain . Consid
er the circuit shown in Fig . 5. Here, cur
rent in the base circuit due to the input
signal voltage is amplified by the transis 
tor. The amplified current flows through
both Re and RE in the transistor's output
circuit. Voltage ef developed across RE
due to the signal current in the emitter
circuit is subtracted from es (because the
voltages are 1800 out-of-phase with each
other ef bucks es) and applied to the base
emitter circuit of the transistor. Because
es - ef is less than es, the gain' of the
overall circuit is less with feedback than
without feedback.

Gain may be reduced further by in
creasing the size of RE . Now a larger
voltage will be developed across that re
sistor . That larger voltage is subtracted
from e, so that less voltage is applied to
the base-emitter circuit, reducing the gain
further. Hence the gain of the overall cir
cuit is inversely related to the value ofRE .

That was noted earlier when we indicated
that voltage gain of a circuit similar to the
one in Fig . 5, is equal to about RciRE .

That is true because of the presence of
current feedback .

It was pointed out that for this circuit,

The values of resistors RL and Rs can
usually be adjusted so that there will be no
need to further reduce the signal fed back
through use of additional B networks . If
that is done, equation 2 can then be sim
plified by setting B equal to 1:

Although the circuit in Fig . 3 was
treated as if it used voltage feedback, it
can also be thought of as an amplifier with
current feedback (affecting current rather
than voltage gain) . To see that more clear
ly, remove RB and Cl from the circuit and
connect RF directly from the collector of
Ql to the base . The value of RF must be
larger than 'was found in our original an
alysis of that circuit so that it can do the
dual job of establishing the feedback and
setting the DC bias of the amplifier. As
collector current divides between RF and
Re, the portion of the current fed back to
the input is 4700/RF . If the current gain of
the amplifier without feedback is AI> the
current gain with feedback, AiF' be
comes :

+

+

~s

+

e.

back factor, in parallel-feedback circuits
the input impedance without feedback
must be divided by the feedback factor to
determine the input impedance. The out
put impedance is likewise reduced by that
same feedback factor, just as it was in the
series-feedback circuit. That is because
the feedback signal in both instances ' is
taken from across the load at the output.

In all of our discussion thus far, the
feedback has been a function of the volt
age at the output and hence is called volt
age feedback . The feedback could,
however, be a function of the current at
the output instead . In that case, the signal
is not fed back from across the load but
from across a resistor or other device con
nected in series with it. That is referred to
as current feedback because the the volt
age generated across that device depends
upon the current flowing through it as
well as the load. When that configuration
is used, the output impedance increases
with feedback. Input impedance will still
depend upon whether the feedback is in
series with the input signal or in parallel
with it. As always, input impedance in
creases in circuits where the information
from the output is fed back in series with
the input signal and decreases when that
information is fed back in parallel. Now
we'll want to take a closer look at current
feedback. . .

Current feedback
When the current sensed at the output

of a circuit determines the amount of volt
age fed back to its input, the circuit is
called a current-feedback amplifier. Such
a circuit is shown in Fig. 4 . As was the
case with the circuit in Fig . I, the fed
back voltage is applied in series with the
input signal. .

In Fig. 4, voltage e, is amplified and
appears at the + and - output terminals
of amplifier A. The total output is applied
across the two series-connected resistors,
RL and Rs. The output voltage across RL ,

as well as the voltage developed across
Rs, varies with the current' flowing
through the two resistors. Because the
signal voltage developed across Rs de
pends upon the amount of current flowing
through it, all or a portion of that voltage
can be used to supply the required feed
back information. Voltage gain of the
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FIG. 7-A TAPE PLAYBACK PR AMPLIFIER is
shown he re; its simplified traquency
characteristic curve is shown In Fig. 8.
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Oscillators
Getting back to equation I , if feedback

is positive , the BAv factor is positive. If
BA v is made equa l to + 1, the de
nominator of equation 1 becomes zero
and the gain with feedback becomes in
finite . A circuit with in-phase positive

RELATIVE FREQUENCY-Hz

12 dB/OCTAVE

FIG.9-TO CHECKAN AMPLIFIERFORSTABIL
ITY, first plot its frequency response and then
the feedback. At the points where the curves
Intersect, the rolloff should be less than 12-dB
per-octave to insure stable operation.

Stability
Even when only resis tors are used in a

feedback circuit, the feedback is not uni
form over the entire band . It varies with
the overall gain of the circuit as well as
with the capacitance, inductance , and re
sistance inherent in the different sectio ns
of the circ uit.

To check for stability, plot the frequen
cy response of the circuit before feedback
is applied . Note the response at the ex
treme high and low ends of the band . If a
circuit is to be stable, the rolloff, when
feedb ack is applied , should be less than
12-dB-per-octave . .That can be shown
with the help of Fig . 9.

That figure shows the frequen cy re
sponse of a circuit. Two feedback lines
have also been plotted-one at - 10 dB
and one at - 20 dB. At the point s where
the - 10-dB feedback line crosses the
frequency-response curve, the rolloff is
6-dB-per-octave . At the points where the
- 20- dB feed back lin e crosses th e
frequ ency-response curve , the rolloff is
12-dB-per-octave. Thus if 10 dB of feed
back is added to the amplifier , the circuit
is stable, but if 20 dB of feedback is
added , the amplifier will be only margi
nally stable- it may have a tendency to
oscillate because the line indicating the
- 20-d B fee dback level crosses the
frequen cy-respon se curv e at a point
where the rolloff is 12-dB-per-octave. At
that point , feedback has a tenden cy to turn
positive .

If the rolloff should exceed 12-dB-per
octave at the extreme high or low ends of
the band, anything more than 20 dB of
negative feedback at mid-frequency will
turn the circuit into an oscillator.

exact contours shown in the drawing. The
curve in Fig . 8 is only an approx imation
of the actual curve required to satisfy the
requ irements of the circuit, and is used as
shown here to simplify the design prob
lem. When designing an actua l circuit,
most desig ners follow that procedure.r
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course, atj = O. Thu s, atj = 0 rolloff
begin s. It will keep rolling off indefinitely
unle ss there is some frequency where gain
due to feedback begin s to rise to com
pensate for that initial rolloff . That hap
pens when the numerator in equation 2 is
equal to j + 1, or whenj = 1I6.28CFRF.
Since the curve calls for a comer frequen
cy of 3000 Hz, choose values of RF and
CF that satisfy that condition.

Getting back to the frequency where
rolloff starts, it was determined from our
calc ulations that for this circuit it begins
at 0 Hz. Actually, the curve calls for it to
start at 50 Hz. That is taken care of by
coupling capaci tor Cl. In an actual cir
cuit, the value of the capac itor would be
se lec ted so that the corner frequency
would fall as close to 50 Hz as possible. In
a more accurate circ uit, a resistor would
be placed acros s C 1 so that the corner
frequency could be made precisely 50 Hz .

The curve in Fig . 8 is shown with sharp
points at the comer frequencies . In the
"rea l world" that never happens-the
changes in the curve are never sharp at the
comer frequencies and the rolloff and the
flat-response sections do not follow the

50 100 200 500 1K 2K 3K 5K 10K
FREQUENCY-Hz

FIG. 8-THE SLOPE between the 50- and 3000-
Hz points is 6·dB·per-octave. .

point s, or come r frequencies , where roll
off begins and ends. The lower break
point occurs at a frequency such that the
denominator of equation 2 is equal to
zero . The upper break-point occurs at a
frequency such that the numerator of
equation 2 is equal to j + 1.

Let's first find the frequency where the
denominator is equal to zero . That is , of

The portio n of the output voltage that
appears across resistor RE is RE/(RE +
ZF) = B. Th at is the B that should be used
in the equation. Should RFbe much larger
than RE, B simplifies to being equal to
RE/ZF. The entire equation may be sim
plified farther if the voltage gain is very
large. When Av(RE/ZF) is much greater
than 1, the equation simplifies to:

A
VF

= ZF = j + 2 1T f CF RF

RE 21T f CF RF

The above equ ation is the equation of
the curve shown in Fig . 8 . From the
curve , we see that there are two break

that negative feedback is used around
power amplifiers, small -signal audio
ampli fiers, op-amp s, and so on. Its pri
mary fun ction is to redu ce distort ion ,
broaden the bandwidth of the amplifier,
and red uce the output impedance. If a
resistor-capacitor network is included in a
feedbac k loop , the feedback network can
also be designed to alter the frequency
response characteristics of the circuit.

Let' s take a look at an audio amplifier.
An example of an amplifier that can be
used to reproduce the output from a tape
player is shown in Fig. 7; an approximate
curve that shows the desirabl e frequency
charac teristics of such an amplifie r is
shown in Fig. 8. The curve shows that the
amplifier's output should remain at a
maximum at frequencie s below 50 Hz,
should drop at the rate of 6-dB-per-octave
from 50 Hz to 3000 Hz , and then become
level once again at all frequen cies above
3000 Hz. To establish that frequ ency
charact eri stic, only a series resistor
capacitor circuit is required in the feed
back loop . That is shown as CFand RFin
the circ uit.

The circuit to accomplish that goal can
be designed through use of an R-C im
pedance equation and equation I. The
impedance of the series circuit consisting
of Ce and Re is Ze = (RF + j/6 .28jCF) =
(j + 6.28fC FRF) /6. 28j CF . (For those un
familiar with the topic, the impedance of
a resistor and a capaci tor in series is equal
to the resistance of the resistor plus the
reac tance of the capac itor , where the
capaci tive reactance , Xc, equals 1I2rcfC.
However , those two quantit ies can not
simply be summed, as the voltages across
the comp onents are out of phase . Hence
the introduction of the j operator, where j
= j -=-T. That of course is an imaginary
number and the reactive portion of the
impedance is the imaginary component ;
the resistive part of the impedance is
called the real component.) Plugging the
impedance equation into equation 1, the
voltage gain with feedback is:

AV F = --~----
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continued on page 94

FIG. 12-0P-AMPS are commonly found In
oscillator circuits. The output of this circuit Is a
squarewave.

When that voltage exceeds the positive
voltage at the non-inverting input, volt
age at the output drops to - Vee " When
that happens, the voltage across CI be
gins to drop and become negative because
its charging voltage is now being supplied
by the negative voltage at the output of the
op-amp. Once it drops to below the volt
age at the non-inverting input, the voltage
at the output returns to +Vee. The pro
cess keeps re peati ng itse lf. Con
sequently, the output is a squarewave .
The frequency of oscillation is l/2RF 1C,
provided that B = 0.462. Since B =
R l/ (Rl + RF2) , that condition will hold
true if RF2 is made equal to 1.16Rl.

A sawtooth generator is composed of

RC

+Vcc

R

.".

L

+Vcc C
+Vcc

OUTPUT

RB i

':P'Rl
~2 R3

.". .".

b

f = 1 j 4(R1) Rc + 6 (R1)2
2 "IT (C1)

if RB is considerably larger than RI .
Should RI be omitted from the base cir
cuit, the input resistance of the base cir
cuit, when combined in parallel with RB ,

must be chosen so that the combination is
equal to R2 or R3 (note that Rl , R2, and
R3 are all equal).

Oscillators can be built around op
amps. The output of the circuit shown in
Fig. 12 is a squarewave; let's see why.
Negative feedback is established through
RF 1, while there is positive feedback
through RF2 • For that circuit, as well as
for circuits described below, assume that
the positive saturation voltage at the out
put of the op-amp is + Vee and that the
negative saturation voltage at the output is
- Vee : The voltage at the non-inverting
input depends upon the voltage at the
output. It is positive when the saturation
voltage is at + Vee, and negative when it
is at - Vee.

Assume the oscillation starts when the
output is at + Vee . At that time, CI 'gets
charged to a positive level through RF 1.

was initiated by a random pulse when
power was applied to the circuit, it was
amplified, the phase shifted 3600

, and fed
back. The oscillator 'frequency will be
about:

FIG.11-THERE ARE MANY different !dnds of oscillators. A Colpitts oscillator (a), a Hartley oscillator
(b), and a phase-shift oscillator (e) are shown here.

C

'--......-1~1-o
OUTPUT

1
"="

R

Cl

+Vcc

Adding the phase shift due to the transis
tor and the phase shift due to the R-C
circuits, the overall phase shift from the
input to the output is"3600

• Signal from
the output is fed back to the base in a
positive feedback arrangement (due to the
3600 phase shift), to reinforce the signal
present at the base. That signal at the base

FIG. 10-A CONVENTIONAL FEEDBACK
OSCILLATOR. The values of L1 and C1 de
termines the frequency of oscUlation.

feedback and a gain of I or more after
fee dback h a s b e en ap plied wil l
oscillate-there is an output even though
no input signal is applied.

A conventional feedback arrangement
is shown in Fig . 10. A resonant circuit is
formed by Ll and Cl . All feedback oscil
latorsare resona nt at a frequency of about
l/2:n: jLC Hz. Oscillation occurs because
of the following sequence of events :
When the supply voltage is applied to the
oscillator circuit, a pulse reaches the L-C
circuit. The L-C circuit turns the pulse
into a waveform at its resonant frequency.
It is coupled from Ll to LF and from there
to the base-emitter circuit of the transis
tor. That signal is amplified by the tran
sistor and applied to theresonant circuit.
If the signal across Ll and LF is in the
proper relative phase, it keeps on being
fed back and amplified until the overall
circuit remains in oscillation .

Oscill ators have"many shapes and
forms- three are shown in Fig". 11. The
oscillator shown in Fig. ll-a is known as
a Colpitts oscillator. When calculating its
reso nant frequency, use C1C2/(C1 +
C2) for the total capacitance of the L-C
circuit. Another popular oscillator is the
Hartley, shown in Fig. ll-b; its resonant
frequency is simply 112:rtj ITCT. A feed
back oscillator circuit using only resistors
and capacitors is shown in Fig . II-c. It
oscillates because the transistor shifts the
phase of the signal 1800 from the base to
the collector. Each of the R-C networks in
the circuit is designed to shift the phase
600 at the frequency of oscillation, for a
total of 1800

• The appropriate values of R
and C for each network is found from! =
l/(2 j1:n:RC) ; that equation allows for the
600 phase shift required by the design.
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ANALOG CIRCUITS

continued fr om page 72

complex passive - and active-ci rcuits
around an op-amp. A triangular wave can
be for med by adding the op-amp in
tegrator shown in Fig. 13 to the output
terminals of a squarewave generator like
the one shown in Fig. 12.

Among the most popular osc illator cir
cuits is the Wien bridge. A basic transis
tor circuit using the Wien bridge is shown
in Fig. 14. Here, the Wien bridge circuit
is placed around a single-ended differen
tial amplifier; it consists of the series and
para llel-connected R-C networks. Cur
rent is fed back through that filter network
from the output to the input. Oscillation

c
R

INPUT
(SQUAREWAVE)

1
FIG. 13-AN INTEGRATOR, such as the one
shown here, can be used to change a square
wave into a triangu lar wave.

occurs if the forward gain of the amplifier
is greater than 3 because the output at the
junction of the series and para llel R-C
circuits is V3 of that at the collector of Q2 .
Th e fre quency of osci lla tio n is 11
2n:R IC I , assuming that R1 = R2 and C 1
= C2.

A similar circuit can be built around an
op-amp, as shown in Fig. 15. Positive
feedback is applied through the R-C Wien
bridge to the non-inverting input of the
op-amp. Negative feedb ack is applied
through a resistor divider to the inverting
input. The frequency of osc illation is
found exactly as it was in the previous
example. Two Zener diodes are included

+Vcc

FIG. 14-0NE OF THE MOST POPULAR sine
wave generators, the Wien-brldge circu it has
been around sinc e the days of vacuum tubes.

FIG. 15-ANOTHER EXAMPLE of the Wien
bridge, this one is built around an op-amp.

in the circuit to keep the output voltage,
when at a peak , from putting the op-amp
circuit into saturation. If it did go into
saturation, the circuit would remain in
that state and oscillation would no longer
take place.

High frequency
Unwanted feedback is quite likely to

occur in high-frequency circuits. It has
many causes: To give just one example,
signal at an output can be coupled back to
the input thro ugh adjace nt wiring or
through stray capacitances in a circuit. In
the next article in this series, we will
explore and determine just what its effects
are and how to handle them in transistor
circuits. R-E

ELECTRONIC
SALES

- MS-301 5-15MHZ
DUAL TRACE PORTABLE

- MS-6020-20MHZ
DUAL TRACE

-MS-6035-35MHZ
DUAL TRACE

- MS-6050-50MHZ
DUAL TRACE

- MS-61 00-1 00MHZ
QUADTRACE

CALL FOR LOW,
LOW PRI CES

- 8060A $345
- 8062A $275
- 8022B $143
• 8020B $193
- 8024B $247

BECKMAN

- 300 $109
- 310 $129
-330$199

- TC-100ST
XCELITE'S BEST
CONTAINS 53 TOOLS

$329

- TC-150ST
SMALLER UNIT
CONTAINS 23 TOOLS

$279

- 1476P-10MHZ
DUAL TRACE $439

- 1477P-15MHZ
DUAL TRACE $495

- 1479BP-30MHZ
DUAL TRACE $609

- 1570P-70MHZ
QUADTRACE $1079

PRICES INCLUDE PROBES

- 6.5MHZ
-75MM ROUND SCREEN
- 10mV/DIV. SENSITIVITY
-I NTERNAL OR EXTERNAL SYNC
- XY VECTORSCOPE CAPABILITI ES
- 8lf2 LBS . LIGHT & COMPACT
-OUTPERFORMS UNITS COSTING

MUCH MORE

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY

(f)
ozo
a:
~
o
UJ
...J
UJ

6
Ci
-cex:

20,000 OHM /VDC V-O-M

- DC/AC VOLT TO
1 KV

-FUSE & DIODE
PROTECTION

-17 RANGES ON
MIRROR SCALE

- LEVER SELECTOR
RANGE SWITCH

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY

VIDEO CONTROL CENTER

$16 .88

REMOTE CONTROL ACCESS
OF ALL VIDEO, TV ORCABLE

INPUTS TO TV SET.
4 INPUTS TO ONE OUTPUT

46 CHANNEL VCR
CONVERTERWITH

FINE TUNING $27 .88

STABILIZER/VIDEO FADER/
ENHANCER/RF CONVERTER

~~~

. .::: -# ::. .':" .;:-.
/ I " ~ \-- - -

$ 99.88

ONE UNIT DOES IT ALL
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